
Paraíso confirms Damian Lazarus, Danny L Harle, 
Floating Points, Larry Heard aka Mr. Fingers,  
Tom Trago and Tune-Yards for its first edition. 
With these new names, Paraíso already has 32 confirmed artists 
who continue to expand the scope of their electronic music 
proposal.  

Madrid, March 2018. Next June 8 and 9, Paraíso Festival will be holding its first edition at the 
Complutense University of Madrid Campus, in a green area near the city center, with electronic 
music and other arts.  

After presenting the first lineup preview two weeks ago, six new names have been confirmed for 
Paraíso 2018. These confirmations include prominent names and new live acts, such as Damian 
Lazarus & The Ancient Moons (an explosive, highly immersive vocal show with a disco flair) or 
Floating Points who, as usual, will explore and merge genres going from soul to house or jazz in a 
single live show.  

Another confirmed artist is Chicago house great Larry Heard, who will come to Paraíso as Mr. 
Fingers —after 25 years without publishing under this name that has accompanied much of his solo 
career. Producer Danny L Harle brings to the lineup new pop sounds recorded by PC Music after 
last year’s release of his second EP and his more recent 2018 single ‘Blue Angel’.  

USA band Tune-Yards, who recently released their album ‘I Can Feel You Creep Into My Private Life’, 
will contribute to the festival with the magnetism emanating from their mix of percussion, voice and 
electronic sounds. The last confirmation comes from Tom Trago, the multi-faceted Dutch producer 
and DJ renowned for fusing the best of three decades of dance music—from boogie to synth funk—
with house rhythms.  

These new names add to the lineup formed by: Acid Pauli, Apparat, Awwz, Dekmantel 
Soundsystem, DJ Tennis, El Búho, Gerd Janson, Guy Gerber, Henry Saiz & Band, Hot Chip 
Megamix, Hunee, HVOB, Ibeyi, Jamie Tiller, Kalabrese, Kelly Lee Owens, Kiasmos, Lovebirds, 
Mateo Kingman, Palms Trax, Rodriguez Jr. & Liset Alea, Róisín Murphy, Sahalé, Tako, Yaeji and 
Yanik Park.  

Proposals from other disciplines that will mark this first edition will be revealed soon, such as art 
installations, the gaming area or food options, as well as new confirmed additions to the lineup.  
The first 2,000 passes for Paraíso 2018 have already been sold. Passes can still be purchased on 
their website www.paraisofestival.com for 69 euros. 


